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 ] >> 你需要添加 header 的 meta 标记和 HTTP status code。 ------ pharrington Perhaps this can be an argument for HTTP/2.0.
gravypod The fact that HTTP/1.1 will probably never be updated for a very long time means that I should write my backends in

HTTP/2.0. ~~~ akerro Thanks for the response, I would prefer HTTP/1.1, it's easier to process and readable for user and
developers. If you do that then you should have a plan for what you are going to do when the 1.1 spec is dropped. There are still

some people who believe that HTTP/1.0 should not be updated. derimagia Why is this a problem? If you are not building a
REST API for an international company and have control of the network architecture, then you should most definitely not use
HTTP/1.1 There are reasons to use HTTP/1.1 and why not. rebootthesystem There is nothing wrong with HTTP/1.1. In fact,
from a layman's perspective, it's the gold standard. Even if you use HTTP/2, you can still take advantage of being able to use

HTTP/1.1 resources on the server side, something that is useful in many scenarios. HTTP/1.1 is not broken. Q: Enable all
preferences in Gmail app on iOS I want to enable all my Gmail accounts using one single app. For Android it is really simple,

just go to Setting -> Account & Sync and click on the "+" button to enable all accounts. How do you do the same on iOS? I can't
seem to find an equivalent button. A: I can only find one app that accomplishes what you're asking for: Profile Plus, available on

the iTunes App Store. As far as I know, it 82157476af
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